
THE SKAILL KNIFE AS A BUTCHERING TOOL 

by Ann Clarke 

Introduction 

In Scotland a great variety of lithic aater ials have been 
worked throughout the prehistoric period . Flint does not occur 1£ 
situ but appears in glscial deposits such as those at Buchan , 
Aberdeenshire , and as beach pebbles around much of the Scottish 
coest (Wickham-Jones and Collins 1977-78 ; Wickhaa- Jones 1986) . 
The type of stone which was used seeas to vary according to local 
availability and in Orkney and Shstland the local sandstone and 
shale deposits providsd an adequate resource , either as flat 
slabs or as bsach pebbles . 

Three basic categori es can be assigned from thee e 
coarse stone assembleges: tocls made on flakes; tools 
cobbles; and tools aade on laminated mate r ials where the 
of the bedding plane produces the tool blank . 

northern 
made on 
cleavage 

Attention will be paid in this paper to a particulsr type of 
flake tool from Orknsy known as the ' Skaill knife'. This is a 
flake which has been detach ed from the exter ior of a cobble by 
forcefully throwing the parent cobble against an anvi l. The 
resultant breakage leaves a 'powdery', crushed eca r at the 
proximal edge of the fleke. Both primary and secondary flakes are 
removed in this manner . This method~ wae first noted by Petrie 
(1866- 7 , 215) and was verified by Childe (Childe and Paterson 
1928- 29 , 267) , who gave the resultant flake the name of Skaill 
knife , after the Bay of Sksill , by which Sksra Bra e is situated . 

Skaill knives are most commonly made of micaceoue sandstone, 
cobblee which litter many of the beaches on Orkney . They are 
tools which are quickly and eaeily aade f r o a en almoet infinite 
reeource . There appears to be little alteration of the flake once 
made , with the original sharp edge sufficing for the needs of the 
uoer . l1orphologically , the Skaill knife provides a long , cUl.'ved 
working edge and the size range is wide , reflecting the variation 
in size of the beach pebbles available as raw material. The major 
disadvantage of the sandstone is its tendency towarde crumbling 
snd breakage . This would suggest that the use of the Skaill 
knives wae limited to working fairly pliant substancee . 

These flakes OCCUl.' in their hundreds in the Late Neolithic 
deposits of such sites as Skara Brae on Hainland Orkney , Linke of 
Iloltland on "estray , Rinyo on Rouaay , and Pool and Tofte Ness on 
Sanday . The numbel.'s involved at these eitee suggest that they 
were of considerable importa nce to the economy of the 
inhabitants. From SORe of these sitee the eurvival of animal 
bones which ehow evidence of butchery practices raises the 
question of what types of tool were involvsd . Superficially the 
Skaill knife would appear suitable for euch work , with its long 
working edge and comfortable grip, and an experimsnt was carried 
out to test ite viability. The primary purpose wae simply to 
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aseess the uSBfulnees and efficiency of these tools for 
butchering , but the resultant edge damage was also examined with 
a view to comparison with prehistoric assemblages . 

As the euthor was inexperienced in the techniques necessary 
to disme.ber carcasses , it wae decided to use the skills of a 
professional butcher. The pereon chosen had no previous 
acquaintance with archaeology and approached the task with a 
certain amount of cynicism . However , he 800n realised the 
knive s ' potential and there followed an informati ve two- hour 
session , during which his appreciation of the tool deepened 
cons iderablr· This report is based on hie obse rvations and 
remarks made about the tools during the work . 

Method 

The exper imental flakes were made from cobbles of micaceous 
eandetone from the beach by Links of Noltland , Westray, and 
Lybster Beach , Caithnees . The phyeical similarities between the 
Orkney and Caithness flagstones are close enough for the purposes 
of this work . 

Fifty-four flakes were made of varying shapes and sizes and 
these were measured before being laid out to allow the butche r to 
eelect the ones moet suitable for his needs . Some attempt wae 
made to tiae their period of uee , but this soon beca.e difficult 
as the flakes were being picked up and put down often in a search 
for a suitable edge . Suffice it to sey that the butchering , apart 
from the skinning , was carried out in two hours with thirty of 
the flakes being used . Some of these flakes were rejected after a 
shor t time, whilot a f ew became favourites . 

Owing to difficulties of procursment , a coaplete carcass was 
unavailable for butchering and instead the parts fro. four 
different animals were used : haunch of venison , piece of shin . 
leg of beef , and a eheep ' s carcase for ekinning . The main 
tec hniques demonstrated were cutting tendons prior to 
disjointing , cutting gristle and muscle during disjointing , the 
removal of eides of meat from the bone . scraping the meat from 
the bone, cutting meat, and akinning . All the butchering was done 
on a wooden chopping- board except for the leg of beef , which was 
disjoi nted whilst hanging up . 

Tool Selection 

Figure 1 and Table 1 show the weight and shape categories 
for the used flakes ae compared with the total made . A tendency 
can be seen to select flakes of medium weight . Of the five pieces 
which weighed less than 40g , two were selected specifically for 
skinning and anothe r two were used for diejointing where their 
saall size and fresh edge enabled the laet difficult piecee of 
muscle to be cut (Fig . 2 :1 ) . An attempt was made to cut meat 
with the fifth small flake , but its lightness and lack of a long 
edge prohibited useful cutti ng strokes into the flesh . 
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D total flakes 
_ used flakes 

1 , Weight (in grammes) for all flakes and used flakes 
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Table 1 . Fl ake Edge Categories. Total end Used _ Used in Brackets 

M~ ML : MW 1- 3 4- 6 7-9 10 • 

0- 0 . 49 A B C D 
0 0 0 0 

0 . 50-0 . 99 E , C H 
7 (3) 17 ( 11) 4 (3) 0 

1 . 00- 1 . 49 I J K L 
13 (3) 11 (9) 0 0 

1 . 50 + M N 0 P , (1 ) 0 0 0 

Shapes (A- O) are derived from the ratios of 

HL 
In 

Maximum Length 
Maximum Thickness 

Maximum Width 
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The two heavies t pieces were both used once , simply to 
demonstrate their effectiveness in chopping ribs and splintering 
bone . One of these was also used for scraping meat from the bone , 
but it proved too unwieldy for the light work involved . 

The shape of the pieces also determined selection . Shape 
categories I and M include those pieces which are longer than 
wide and , of the total , nine were longitudinally broken and 
their small si2e and difficulty of holding made these an 
unpopular choice for use (Fig . 2 : 2) . The selec t ion preference was 
for t hose which were of a squarer shape or wider than long (shape 
categories F and J ; Fig. 3 :3 , Fig . 4 : 1 , 4). These can be gripped 
comfor t ably in the hand by pressing t he thicker , blunter proximal 
end into the palm , leaving the long working edge free . 

The Work 

There follows a reView of the problems encountered during 
the butchering as illustrated by a selection of the used flakes . 

Table 2 lists t he various types of work carried out by each 
piece . Attention should be paid to the mul t iplicity of fu nc tions 
for several of the pieces . Fifteen were used for jus t once task 
twelve for two , two for t hree and one for four . 

Three pieces were found to be useless for cutting meat (3 , 
20 and 29) . The first two had maximum thicknesses of 24mm and 
21mm and this factor , combined with the relatively high edge 
angles , may have inhibited the penetration of the flake into the 
flesh in a slicing action (Fig . 2 : 3) . Piece 29 had already been 
used for removing fleeh from the bone and may havs been blunted 
in t his way . 

Pieces 16 and 17 were used for removing sides of meat from 
the leg of beef but they appeared to be the wrong shape for 
manoeuvring bstween the flesh and ths bone . Piece 17 was rather 
thick and both had awkward step fractures on the ventral face , 
making access between the flesh and bone difficult (Figs 2 : 4, 
3 : 1) . 

Piecee such as 2 , 13 and 19 were used once to cut 
gristle or sinew and .·their acute edge angles ensured a 
useful for this type 9f work (Fig . 3 : 2) . 

difficult 
sharp edge 

Three small flakes were chosen for skinning the sheep 
(pieces 4 , 6 and 11) and of these t he first two were most 
efficient , because their slightly larger si$e made them easier 
to hold . They were used for cutting the skin as well as for 
cutting the muscles and tendons in the feet during disjointing . 
Between them they skinned the sheep efficiently . 

1 9 
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2 . 1 . Piece 11 j 2 . Longi tudinally broken flake , not u3ed j 
) j 4 . Piece 16 . Ventral facea illustrated throughout . 

3 . Piece 
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Table 2 . Edge-damage ~ompared with original angle of used edge 
and type of use 

Edge angles (D distal , L left lateral , R right lateral) are noted 
only if the associated section of the flake edge was ueed. 

Type of work : Sk skinning ; 0 dleJolntlng ; C cutting ; Se 
scraping ; HR meat removal ; T tendon ; Ch chopping; S sinew ; 
G gristle . 

Edge Angle 
No . D L , Type of Work Edge Damage 

1 60 D Discontinuoue fseating 
2 26 " 17 D Snapped , rounded 
3 " C Lightly rounded 
4 ,6 66 47 Sk , 0 Snapped , serrated , light 

£'laking , 
" 35 17 C, So , 0 Snapped . serrated , light 

flaking 
6 " " Sk , 0 Snapped , edges dulled 
7 " 36 C, D Snapped , r ounded , serrated 
8 1,9 " 71 C, 1 Snapped , rounded 
9 35 32 So , D, M' Rounded , light flaking 10 28 32 47 So , C Rounded , serrated 

" " 34 40 Sk , 0 Snapped , serr ated 
12 35 67 C Rounded , serrated 
13 30 '0 S Snapped. rounded 
14 " 27 So , C Rounded 

" 30 " SO , C, 0 , MR Snapped , serrated, rounded 16 46 20 MR Snapped , rounded, light 
flaking 

17 71 '9 MR Snapped , rounded , light 
flaking 

18 " '0 C Rounded 
19 20 C Rounded , serrated 
'0 76 Ch Rounded , light flaking 
21 6, Ch Snapped , rounded 

" 69 S Snapped, rounded 

" 39 39 33 So , 0 Serrated , light flaking 
24 " 34 C, C Snapped , rounded , light 

flaking 

" ,6 49 D Snapped 
26 42 44 27 C Rounded , faceted 27 39 45 53 C, MR Rounded , serrated 
28 '9 " 31 C Serr ated 
29 54 C, MR Rounded , discontinuou5 flaking 30 44 C, S Rounded , di5continuous flaking 
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throughout . 
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2 

o 40 "' ____ 'mm 

Pioce 15 ; 4. Piece 7 . 

Of all the piaces , 7 , 9 , 10 and 15 vera the favourites. 
Their weights range from 109g to 137g , and they fall within the 
E and F shape categories . The first flake had the addltional 
advantage of a point with helped with intricate manoeuvres (Fig . 
3 : 4) . It was used for cutting shin , a very tough type of meat . 
After a couple of minutes it became greasy and was wiped with a 
cloth . After a further five minutes of use it was washed in cold 
water . The cutting of the meat was still efficient but it became 
more difficult to cut through the fatty gristle . Again it was 
washed and used but it became quite blunt . It was later used for 
cutting sinews and disjointing the leg of beef but by then it was 
felt to be too blunt for further use . Piece 9 did a lo t of work 
in scraping meat off the bone and disjointing but it too became 
blunt . Piece 15 (Fig . 3 : 3) was perhaps the most efficient. It 
wae used for about fifteen minutes in cutting venison , scraping 
msat off bone , and disjointing . Later it was used for cutting 
between muscle sections of the leg of beef , for removal of meat 
from the bone , and wae of some use in disjointing . Despite this 
amount of work the edge was still deemed to be functional . 

Edge Damage 

The edge damage on each piece was observed macroscopically 
and consisted of rounding , faceting , snapping , serration and eo me 
light flaking. Table 2 compares the edge damage and original edge 
angles on the parts of the flake edge which were used . 

Five flakes were used soley for cutting meat (pieces 3 , 12 , 
18 , 26 and 28) . The edge damage varied fro m rounding and 
serration to faceting. Piece 26 , which was used for cutting shin , 
exhibited heavy faceting and reduction of the edges (Fig . 4 : 1) . 
This was a coarser type of sandstone than the other pieces and 
crumbled more easily . Its softness , combined with firm cutting 
strokes into the tcugh meat , seems to have produced this type of 
damage . The edgee of pieces 3 and 18 were only lightly rounded , 
partlf becauae of their inefficiency and short apell of use (see 
above) . In contrast , pieces 12 and 28 , which had finer edge 
angles and were more efficient at cutt ing , exhibited edge 
rounding with some fine serrations (Fig . 4 : 2) . 

Pieces 4, 6 and 11 , which were used for skinning and 
disarticulation , showed quite heavy edge reduction . The two 
smallest (nos 6 and 11) had very fine distal angles and exhibited 
havy snapping and subsequent dulling of the edges (Fig . 4:3) . 
Piece 4, with a larger edge angle , was snapped in one pla ce and 
t he edges were serrated with some micro-flaking . 

Pieces 2 , 13 and 19 , which were used for cut t ing gristle and 
sinew , showed snapping and rounding in the first two cases and 
serra tion and rounding in the last . 

Pieces 20 and 21, which were used for chopping bone , 
lightly rounded with some micro - flaking . They were only in 
for a short period and so do no t exhibit the heavy damage 
would be l ikely if they had been us ed for longer periods . 
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4 . 1, Piece 26 ; 2 . Piece 28 ; J. Piece 6; 4 . Piece 7 ; 5 . Plece 
Ventral facss illus t rated throughout . A~ount of f lake 
removed through use shown in black . 
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15. 
edge 

Placse 7 , 9 , 10 and 15 , which were dee med to be the .oet 
efficient , carried out several tasks each . Cutting ~eat and 
subsequent disjolntlng l eft piecs 7 with a rounded and slightly 
ee rrated edge. The point on the piece was snapped off , probably 
dur i ng dis j olnting (Fig . 4 : 4) . Piece 9 waa slightly se r rated and 
rounded after Icraping meat off the bone , disJoint!ng and cutting 
meat . Piece 10 vas slightly rounded and serrated with lome 
unifacial flaking of the edge after scraping ~eat off bone and 
cutting meat . Pi ace 15 , which did every type of job apart fro a 
skinning , was snapped and se rrated and ahowed some rounding of 
the edge (Fig . 4 : 5) . 

The remaining flakes showed aome variatione on t he type of 
edge damage noted abo ve . 

Diacuaaion 

Of all the types of edge da.age , snapping reduced the 
original sdge to the greatest extent . Moet of the piecea which 
were snapped were used for disjointing or cutting gr istle or 
einew . However , not all the flakes which were ueed in disjolnting 
we r e s napped a nd snapping seeme to be a product of either a 
thinner edge angle or the or iginel end morphology of the flake . 
Roundi ng and dulling of an edge was pre sent on et leas t part of 
the edge of most flakes . Those pieces without this type of wear 
were among those used in disJointing a nd it seems that belng 
worked next to the bons had the effect of re sharpening them. In 
contrast , those pieces which we r e used Just for cutting meat had 
their edge dulled quickly and there was little or no edge 
reduction through br eskage . 

Fr om the above obaervatione i t ia concluded that the ed ge 
damage of the expe ri mental flakes cannot be directly cor related 
with the type of use becauee of eeveral important factors which 
co nfuse the issue . These are noted below. 

1 . The grain size and toughness of the raw material affect edge 
reduction patterns . A softer rock , for example , will tend to 
crumble .ore eaaily under prsssure . Within the flagatones of 
Orkney there is considerable variation of such physical 
attri butes and it Is still uncertain se to whethe r only the 
tougher sands tones were selected in the prehistoric period . 

2 . The l ength of use affects the ex t ent a nd heaviness of wesr and 
it is probable that sfter a certai n length of time (also 
depending on the type of use) the edge will be weake ned , and 
therefore more eusceptible to fracturing or breakage. 

3 . Different t,pee of meat and hide affect the a.ount and t,pe of 
edge damage . A more gristl, .eat or a tougher hide , f or exa.ple , 
would be ~o re difficult to cut through . 

4 . Hultiplicit1 of uae also confuees the patterns of edge damage . 
Apparent eelection on the basis of edge angle , whethe r shallow or 
steep , is on11 a broad pictUre which masks the fact that one 
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flake can be used f or several diffe r ent task s . Perhaps the most 
important factor 1n this e xperimental work i s the or i ginsl 
morphology of the rlake , ee a thinner , finer fla ke seems t o 
exhibit more edge reduction than a thicker flake , although the 
type of use to which they have been put may be similar . 

Liml ta tione 

The limitations of th is type of experimental work are clear . 
First , it is probable tha t fifty-four flakes offered too wide a 
choice for the amount and type of work i nvolved and there was a 
tendency fo r the butcher to try s flake because it wa s thera 
rather than out of necessity . Second , se ss a result of th e shove 
comme nts , it ls likely that many of the flekes wer e not used to 
their full potential . This may mean that . any of the wear 
patterno were not fully developed and tha t those flakes which 
were not so immediately suitable were und er - used t o a greater 
degree . 

Other problems are associated with th e twentieth - century 
approach to butcheri ns and as such the techniques which were used 
by the butcher ware necesearily predeter.ined by society ' s 
present day requirements and taet s for certain parts of the 
animal . The physical propertieo of meat would also be different 
i n a modern day setting·; methods of feeding , killing and etorage 
of the an imal have certainly changed since prehistoric times and 
such factors as cold storags can cause a fatty build- up in the 
meat , maki ng the tool more greaoy (Frison 1978) . 

Per hapo ths most i .portant limitations to this work are 
t hose associated with the scientific accurscy of the method and 
observations although , since it was not the remit of thia work to 
provide a set of re plicated edge- damaged pieces , then the lack of 
rigour may be f orgiven . However , this preliminary study has 
highlighted several facto r s to be examined if more detailed work 
were to be underta ken , the principal of theee bei ng the variation 
in the physical a tt r ibute s of the raw mater ial , the aorphology of 
the flake , and the multiple functicns associated with tools used 
for such butchery tasks . 

Conclusion 

Despite the above lilaitations' imposed on this work , it is 
clear that the original plan , to assess the usefulness of the 
Skail l kni f e as a butchery t ool , was quite successful . The 
butcher was impressed by the number of different uses to whi ch 
the Skaill knife could be put . Al though the work could have been 
carried out in a shorter time using stsel kniv es , by taking into 
account the a mount of time needed to adapt to the ne w t oo l , the 
work was not excessively hampered by its apparent crudity . The 
modern- day butcher uses a selection of knives and choppsrs of 
varying shapes and sizes ; this has been reflected in his choice 
of flakes , with the smalles t used for s kinning and t he largeet 
used for chopping bone . The ahape and size range fou nd within 
prehistoric assemblages would accommodate this variety which 
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leads to the posaibility of butchery tool- kits occurring within 
auch coa r se stona as se mblages . 

Since no other ma terials have been processed experimentally 
it is imposaible to assess the potential func t ional repertoire of 
the Skai ll knife , but doubtless they we re a valuable addition to 
th e economy of tbe sitae at which they occur . 
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